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ABSTRACT 

A Markovian queue describing a system is perturbed 
by a structural change of the system. The perturbed Mar
kov chain is analysed in terms of its rrodified matrix of 
intensi ties . Two basic methods are considered, namely 
compensation method with replacement mechanism, and the 
random time change . A concept of energy for Markovian 
queues is also introduced . The paper contains several 
new examples of these techniques which have not been pub
lished before, and which are of special interest in Tele
traffic Theory . 

1 . PERTURBATIONS 

1.1. In many problems of Teletraffic Theory, a Markovian 
queue describing a system is perturbed by a structural 
change of the system. The simplest example is when a 
simple random walk which is a difference of two Poisson 
processes , is truncated by the barrier at zero state and 
produces the M/M/l queue . Another example is the well 
known method of solving an infinite system of the birth
and- death equations by truncation to a finite system. An 
example of the different nature is when a birth process 
representing input is transformed into the Poisson input 
by randomization . 

The first two examples are special cases of a general 
perturbation rrodel investigated by the author in [15J, 
[16 J, with the help of a "compensation method" introduced 
in [5 J . The third example is a special case of the random 
time change discussed in [17J . 

The present paper contains several new examples of 
these techniques which are of special interest in Tele
traffic Theory, and which have not been published earlier . 
In addition, a notion of energy for Markovian queues is 
introduced, following [14J, and explicit evaluations given 
in some examples . It is believed that the notion of ener
gy may be a useful characterization of Markovian queues . 

1 . 2. Suppose that a system is described by a time- horro
geneous Markov chain (MC) X= (X

t
, 0 s t < 00 ) with a dis-

crete state space:IT (usually a set of positive integers ) 
and a continuous time parameter . The MC is governed by a 
standard stochastic matrix p et ) = (Pij (t » of transition 

probabilities p .. (t ), i , j E Jr , Os t< 00, with the corre-
lJ 

sponding conservative intensity matrix (infinitesimal 
generator of the Markovian semi- group) Q = (qij ) ' with 

qii = - qi ' Assume that all states are stable (qi < 00 ) and 

that both the backward (B) and the forward (F) Kolrrogorov 
equations hold . For properties of MC ' s used here see [2 J, 
[3J. It has been shown in [12J that the system is speci
fied by its matrix of intensities Q. The coefficients qij 

describe the structure and operation of the system (type 
of input, service , priorities , etc .) . As it is well known, 
see [12 ] , [ ~3 J, the (B)-equation describes first passage 
probabilities , whereas the (F)-equation is used to deter
mine the steady state solutions . The ergodic distribution 
e for X, if it exists , is given by the equation eQ= O. 

1. 3 . The basic idea of perturbation is described as fol
lows . The original MC described by a transition matrix 
pet ) with an intensity ID:3.trix Q, undergoes a IIDdification 
defined by a transfornation of the intensity matrix : 
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Q + Q1: 

This transfo~tion is determined by the perturbation 
mechanism imposed on the system. It is assumed that the 
space :IT: remains the same, but otherwise the MC may be sub
jected to drastic changes both in structure and in opera
tion . The perturbation is in fact an external agent which 
rrodifies the original MC . 

The new intensity matrix Q~': generates the modified 
MC X~': = (Xf, 0 s t < 00 ) with the transition matrfx p~': (t ) , 
assumed standard stochastic with conservative Q':, and 
satisfying both the (B)- and the (F)-equations . 

It is required to express properties of the modified 
chain in terms of the corresponding properties of the 
original chain . In this paper two such perturbations 
will be discussed , namely compensation method applied to 
replacements , and the random time change method . Both 
methods lead to interesting results, and still present 
several open problems . 

1.4 . In the compensation method, perturbation forces the 
chain to return to "permissible" states forming set S , 
whenever it happens to enter the "forbidden" states 

forming set SC = :IT: - S. The return mechanism is external 
to the process and is governed by the replacement matrix 

R. It is assumed that transitions from SC to S or to SC 

itself are unaffected, transitions from S to SC are made 
impossible, so only transitions from S to S are to be ex
plicitly determined , to produce the rrodified intensity 
matrix Q'': . 

For convenience, matrices may be displayed in the 
partitioned form, with subscripts 1 and 2 denoting re-

strictions to sub-matrices on SC and on S, respectively. 
Thus, 

.'. (Qll 
Q" = 

o 

where R12 = (r ij ) is a ~ctangular matrix (with row sum 

unity ) describing the distribution of replacements from g: 
to S. 

The rrodified chain is of interest on the set S of 
permissible states , and the corresponding rrodified in
tensi ty matrix restricted to S is taken to be of the form: 

Q;2 = Q22 + Q21~2 ' 
Evidently , Q~': has row sums zero, and explicitly 

22 

qij = qij + I qikrkj , 
kESC 

i , j E S 

so qij is obtained by addition to qij of "folded" rows of 

qik corresponding to k E SC, weighted according to the 

replacement distribution r kj . 

Let P~2 (t) = (p~j (t» be the transition matrix of 

the rrodified MC corresponding to the intensity rratrix Q22 ' 

with the state space restricted to S. In appli~tions it 
is of great interest to consider the case when P22(t) is 
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ergodic on S with ergodic distribution e ~~ given by 
e*Q~2 = 0, whereas pet) on :IT: is either transient or 

ergodic. 

It is shown in [15J, [16J that there exists a compen
sation measure c on :IT: , with total nass zero , such that 

c. = - l ~ qk' for j E :IT: • 
J kES J 

Then, the ergodic distribution on S is given by: 

1. For transient P(t): e~'( = cU, or explicitly: 

e': = I ~~. 
J k J 

where U= (u .. ) 
1J 

is the potential kernel defined by 

u . . = r p .. (t)dt. 

where 
by 

1J ~ 1J 

2 . For ergodic pet): e'~= e+ cZ, or explicitly: 

e i( - e + \' C. z,-, 
j - j ~ K KJ 

Z = (zij) is the ergodic potential kernel defined 

z .. = r (p .. (t)-e.)dt. 
~lJ ~ 1J J 

The term c represents the perturretion and depends on R. 
The exact influence of R is still an open question, but 
the perturbed MC nay differ considerably from the origi
nal MC . Although c depends on e1(, the chief advantage 
of the above representations is that in rrany instances c 
can be computed directly, and is supported by a subset of 
the state space . Hence computations are often simpler . 

1 . 5 . Numerous examples and comments on applications have 
been given in the papers [lJ, [6J, [15J, [16J. Examples 
from Teletraffic Theory are given in the second part of 
this paper. In the case when the original rratrix Q has 
a special form, described by so called condition (D), the 
expression for modified p~( . (t) reduces to a sum of terms 

1J 
Pij(t); see [15J for details. Recently, E. Rubinstein 

examined in detail the role of the condition (D); see [lOJ. 
!t nay be added that recently M. Neuts [9J introduced 
"Phase type distributions" and it has been shown that they 
are the first entrance distributions to the set Sc under 
the condition that SC is a closed set for the original 
chain , and that the replacement natrix R is determined by 
the initial distribution; see [18J for details . 

1.6 . Transfornation by the random time change is resi
cally some kind of randornization of time, a change of "a 
clock" in watching development of the process. let 
X = (Xt ) be the original MC with a state space :IT: , as in 

section 1. 2. 

let a be a non-negative function on :IT: , and define 
an increasing process A = (At) by a sample path integral : 

At = r a(Xs)ds, O~ t< 00 . 

A is a continuous additive functional of the chain X. 
Next, for each t define 

Tt = inf (s : As > t ) . 

Then, the process T= (Tt) is called the inverse of A. 
From definition, one has 

(Ts < t) = (At > s ). 

The support of A is the set S such that S = (i : a (i) > 0) . 
Furthe:nrore, for each t, Tt is a stopping time, and Tt 

increases with t. ~fine now the modified process 
X,'( = (X"~, 0 ~ t < Aoo) by X~ = X (Tt) . Then, X'~ is called 

the time changed process, obtained from X by a random time 
change T, correspon~ to the functional A. From defini
tion it follows that X" takes values in S for all t < A . 
The following theorem is proved in [3 J, [17]: 00 

The time changed process X* defined above is a Markov 
chain with the state space S and the life-time Aa, . 
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Its transition natrix P'~(t) = (p': .. (t)) is sub-sto-
1j 

chastic on S, .and its intensity rratrix Q''( = (q~.) is 
not conservative on S, and is given by: 1J 

q~. = q .. /a(i) for i,j E S 
1J 1J 

and its potential U'~ = (u':.) is given by 
1J 

j E S. 

As usual, one can enlarge the state space S by adjoir,Ung 
an absorbing point b., to rrake P'~(t) stochastic and Q''( 
conservative on SUb., with Aoo regarded as the first 
entry time to t::.. 

In the present case, the perturretion is expressed 
by the simple change 2f the intensity natrix Q+ Q''c, and 
the perturbed chain X'( is obtained by sampling the origi
nal chain X at random instants Tt. 

1 . 7. The notion of energy associated with a Markov chain 
received some attention in theoretical works, but so far 
not much has been done in the area of applications. Here 
only brief illustrative comments will be nade; for full 
discussion see [ 8J, [14J, [16]. 

let X = (X
t

) be a MC with a state space :IT: , as in 

section 1. 2. let a be a positive function on :IT: (written 
as the column vector), · called the charge. let U be the 
potential kernel (for transient chain) and Z the ergodic 
potential kernel, as in section 1 . 4 . The functions 
p = Ua and p = Za are, respectively, the potential and 
the ergodic potential of the charge a. Assume that p 
is finite . 

let m be a measure on :IT: (written as the row vector) 
such that mP(t) ~ m for all t. The dual of a relative 
to the reference measure m, is a measure a defined by 

a (i) = a(i)m(i), i E :IT: • 

The energy of the MC is defined as the scalar product 
of the potential and the dual of its charge: 

en a·Ua for the transient chain 

en a-Za for the ergodic chain 

(this is the analog of a potential theoretic definition 
of energy as the integral of a potential with respect to 
a charge). 

Of special importance is the case when m = 1TU, where 
1T is the initial distribution so 

en = 1T ' U(ap) for the transient chain , 

and when m = e (the ergodic distribution ) for the er
godic chain. It is proved that the energy is a positive 
quantity and has properties of the (square of) norm . 

1. 8 . Of great interest is the relationship between ener
gies of the original chain and the perturbed chain . Only 
incomplete results are known so far. For example , let Xl( 
be the time changed process obtained from the original X 
by the random time change determined by the charge a, as 
in section 1.6. Then, 

p'" = U>'( 1 = U a = p . 

Suppose that the initial distribution 1T is the same for 
both chains and is su!?ported by the set S . Then the 
energy of the chain X'( (relative to charge 1) and the 
energy of the chain X (relative to the charge a) coincide: 

en* = i . p* = a·p = en. 

See also [17J. 

2 . EXAMPLES 

Examples given here refer to situations which are of 
interest in Teletraffic Theory . They serve as illustra
tions of ideas summarized in the previous section . The 
selection of examples has been made on the basis of sirn
plici ty and clarity, and availability of explicit clear 
solutions . 
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Example 1. M/M/l sueue. let pet) with ][ = (0,1, ... ) 
refer to the d1stribution of the queue length, and let 
p = A!~ be the traffic intensity; cf. [2J, [llJ. 

Suppose that this classic system is modified as fol
lows. Whenever the queue length is an odd integer, the MC 
moves to the next higher even integer with pro~ility rI' 
or drops to zero with probability rO (r

O 
+ r

l 
= 1) . When 

the queue length is an even integer, no perturbation is 
imposed. 

Thus, S = (0, 2 ,4 , ... ) , SC = Cl, 3, ... ) and the re
placement matrix R12 is given (for odd i and even j) by: 

riO= ro' ri,i+l = rI' r ij = 0 otherwise. 

Hence, Q;2 on S is given (for even i,j) by: 

* ('+) * - , + ,'; - , (. ~ 0) qiO= 1\ ~ ro' qi - 1\ ~ro' qi,i+2- I\rl 1..-

q~ = Arl , q~2 = Arl 

and q ~. = 0 otherwise. 
1J 

The compensation measure is found to be: 

c j = -Aej_l - ~ej+l for j odd 

c j = ej(A+~), cO= Ae~ for j even. 

The ergodic distribution e'"' on S is geometric 

e': = Cl_y)~/2 for j = 0,2,4, ... J . 
with y= Ar/(A+~rO)' provided rO> o. (When rO= 0, 

the perturbed chain is the Poisson process on integers.) 

Hence, one has the representation: 

for transient queue (p > 1): 

e~. = 'f ~~. 
J k=O J 

for ergodic queue (p < 1): 

for even j , 

for even j. 

The ergodic distribution (ej) is of course geometric 
with parallEter p. !bwever, potentials (uij ) and (zij) 

are cumbersome to calculate; see [2J, [16J. 

E~ple 2. Birth-and-death process. Let pet) be the 
trans1t10n matrix of the birth-and-death process on non
negative integers , with coefficients Ai and ~i (~O = 0), 

and qi = Ai+~i· 

Let n be a positive integer, and take 

S .= (O,l, ... ,n), Sc= (n+l,n+2, ... ). 

The process is subjected to the following modification. 
As soon as the MC leaves the set S (and this is only 
possible by transition fn;>m n to n+l.), it is re~urn:d 
:irrunediately to any state ID S, according to the d1stribu
tion r. (j = O,l, ... ,n). 

J 

* Hence, Q22 on S is given by: 

q~. = q.. for i= O,l, ... ,n-l, j= O,l, ... ,n 
1J 1J 

and for i= n: 

for j = 0,1, ... ,n-2, 

,'; - + A r 
~,n-l - ~n n n-l' 

The compensation measure is found to be: 
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c. = e*A r. for j = 0,1, ... ,n, 
J n n J 

-e''<"A , 
nn c = 0 otherwise. j 

The ergodic distribution (e.) for the birth-and-death 
process is well known, and the et.godic distribution (ej) 
of the modified chain on the finite state space S can 
easily be determined. One has the representation: 

n 
e~ = e. + e*A (L rkz~ - z +1 .) 

J J n n k=O ~J n,J 

where (z .. ) is the ergodic potential of the birth-and-
1J 

death process. 

Of special interest is the case when the return from 
SC is made always to state n (rn = 1). Then, one has 
simple truncation . 

e~:=e./w for j=O,l, ... ,n 
J J 

n 
with .w = L eke 

k=O 

For example, if pet) refers to the M/M/cio queue, (e
j

) is 

Poisson with mean AI~, and (e~) on S is the usual Erlang 
.. J 

distribution, with e~ = En (AI~) being the Erlang loss 

formula; cf. [2J, [llJ. 

The compensation measure is given by: 
.~ ,'; . 

cn = Ae~, cn+l = -Aen , c j = 0 otherw1se 

and one has an interesting relation between Poisson and 
Erlang distributions: . 

A * ( ) e·: = e. + e A z . - z +1 . 
J J n nJ n ,J 

for j=O,l, ... ,n. 

E~ple 3. Full grown matrix Q. Let ~ be the length of 
a message (measured ID un1 ts 0,1,2, ... ) acted upon by a 
certain telecorrmunication system at ti.rre t; cf. [4 J . 

Suppose that the system operates in such a way that 
the intensity of transition into the state j from any 
other state i, depends only on j, and is given by: 

for j > i, qij = a j + 1 for j < i 

with a L a· = q .. 
j=l J 1 

The ergodic distribution for this system is given by: 

i~ 0 

where 

Consider the following perturbation. If the length 
of a message is positive, no change occurs. If the length 
drops to zero (the forbidden state), it is extended (ex
ternally) to any other state j with distribution rj 

(j ~ 1) . Thus, SC = (0), S = Cl, 2 , ... ) and replacerrent 
matrix R12 reduces to one rDW: 

rOj = r j , 

Hence, Q~2 on S is given by: 

qij = a j + alrj for j > i, 

assuming a l > o. 

The compensation measure is therefore: 

Co = -aI' c j = a1rj for j ~ 1 

and the relation between the ergodic distributions e and 
e* is: 

e~ = e. - alzO· + a l L rk~J·' 
J J J k=l 

where (Zij) refers to the original chain. In t~is case, 
the ergodic distribution e* on S can be found directly: 

where sj = (a1 + a 2 + ... + a i )/ (a + a j ) for j ~ 2, s~ = 0 

with .3:1 = a l (rl + ... + ri_I)· 
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Example 4. Occupation time . Let S be a fixed set of 
states, and take a = IS ( J.ndicator of S). Then 

At = It IS (Xs)ds 

is the time spent in the set S up to the instant t by the 
process X. 

The inverse Ts ' 0 ~ s < Aoo' represents the actual 

time needed to produce time s spent in the set S. Ts 

increases linearly when X is in S, and its jlD1lP discon
tinui ties correspond to the time spent outside S by the 
process X. 

Consequently , the rrodified process X~" follows exact
ly X as far as transitions within S are concerned, and x:; 
for 0 ~ s < Aoo refers only to staying in the set S . 

The case when S consists of a single state was in
vestigated by Kingm:m [7] in his theory of regenerative 
phenomena . 

Example 5 . Input-ou!put process. Let X be a birth pro
cess describJ.ng the J.nput to a system, and let A be a 
functional of X with support S. 

Suppose that the output at time t depends on the 
total input up to t and is given by the stochastic inte
gral of the form: 

where h is a given function characterizing the system. 

Let . X* be the time changed process of X, correspond
ing to the inverse T. Consider now the output process at 
the instants when Xt E S (like for example when the 

system is not blocked) . One has then the simpler form ... of 
representation with respect to the rrodified process X": 

K(Tt) = it h(s)dX~ . 

Example 6. Modified input . Let X be a Poisson process 
with a parameter A, and let a (i ) > 0 on some set S . 
Then, the rrodified process X~" is a birth process on S 
with 

Ai = A/a ( i ) , 

and life time Aoo ' 

iES 

Recall that for the birth process Aoo is finite with 

probability one if and only if 

L ~ =! L a (i ) < 00 . 

i \ A iES 

Example 7 . Poisson process . It is well known that 

1 
uij = I 

= 0 

for j ~ i 

for j < i. 

Take the initial distribution such that 1TO = 1, and 

select for the charge a any .distribution on 0,1, . . . , 

L a(j) = 1. 
j 

Then, 

pCi) = f .L. aCj) 
J=l 

and the energy is found to be: 

Example 8 . MlMIl queue. The potentials (uij ) and (zij) 

have been already mentioned in Example 1 . 
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Let k be a fixed state, and define the charge a by: 

a(i ) c> 0 for i = k 

o for it k . 

Then , the corresponding potentials are 

In the transient case , let the initial distribution be 
such that 1Tk = 1. Hence, the energy is 

2 2 
en = c ~. 

For the ergodic case, take the ergodic distribution e . 
Hence, the energy is 

2 
en = c ~~ > o. 

Example 9 . . Erlang relation . The purpose of this is to 
show an J.nterestJ.ng relatlon between the Erlang distribu
tion with density 

n=1,2, ... , x>O 

with mean n/A and variance n/A 
2 , and the Erlang blocking 

formula E
n

_
l 

(a ). 

refine the function h for z ~ 0 by: 

h(z) = r tEn_l (At)dt . 

Let Z be a random variable with Erlang distribution . 
Then the expectation of h(Z) is 

:E h(Z) = var Z. 

Verification for n= 1 and n= 2 is inrnediate. 
Proof for arbitrary n can be obtained by rather tedious 
induction, but it follows easily from "energy formula" 
for a potential supermartingale generated by the increas
ing process (Z A t) . See page 141 in [8] . 
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APPENDIX 

For the sake of completeness, expressions for pot en
tials (u .. ) and (z .. ) used in Examples 1 and 8 are listed 
h l] l] ere. 

Using time dependent solution of the M/M/l queue as 
in [2], [11], one can find that: 

for the transient queue (p> 1): 

u .. - 1 1 
l] - f.l(p-l) . pl-] 

=_1_ 
f.l(p-l) 

for j::: i 

for j> i 

and for the ergodic queue (p < 1): 

z = ~l- (i+j+l)e.] for j::: i 
ij f.l(l-p) ] 

= __ l_[pj-i_ (i+j+l)e. for j > i; 
f.l(l-p) ] 

cf [15], [16]. 
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